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Content of to,day's training

. Introduction

. s30(1) - eNplanatlon of hoVwhen the exernptlon ls engaged
r s30(2) - corrrifldentlal 'sources
o public interest followed by case study
. coffee break
¡ s3:1 - en,gägement of the exemptlon;
. Prejudice test a:r'td public interest test
¡ Case study

lÇg*
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. Why sectlons 30 and 31 together?

. Both have complex provisions - in what clrcumstances can they be

engaged and by whom?

. Section 30 * two broad aspects: specifíc
i nvestlEatlons/proceed ings ; i nformation obtained from confidential
sources

r. Section 31 - also two main elements: gener;âl areas of law
enfo-rcement; specific purposes linked to a PArs functions

Introduction

. Public interest test

First bullet
.same broad area,of crirninal investigation & proceedingsl cr,he
prevention and law enforcement.
.Direct connection - s30(2)(aXiii) and 

"31'(2).
.s31(1) - clear statement that where s30 applies, s31 cannot.
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Section 30 - investigations &proceedings

Section 30(1) - principal purpose is to protect the effective
investlgatlon and prosecutlon of specific crimes.

r Section 30(2) - principal purpose is to protect the identity
of confidential sources (and the processes by which sources
provide information to PAs).

conducted by PAs

a

Ilco.

¡ Section 30(3) - NCNÞ provisions

Broad Overview - slide

Class based but qualified

Class based - if information fits the description = exempt

Therefore need to understand what types of information are described
in the exemption

A lot of technical language - sorry

S30(1)- it does this by exempting information that is or has been
held for specific investigations and proceedings.

530(2) - no requirement for a direct connection to a specific
investigation or proceedings.
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Note for presenter:

This slide illustrates where the particular provisions referred to in the
previous slide sit within the Act, and how they are set out.

Such slides are used throughout the presentation,
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r. Held "ãt äny time" for specific investigations and
proceedings by those PAs with the necessary powers and
dutles (as described in s30(1)).

:. s30(1)(a) * "for the purposes of .., any investigation which
the public authority has a duty to conduct with a view to ít
being ascertained -
(i) whether a person should be charged with an offence, or
(ii) whether a person charged with an offence is guilty of it"

Section Bo(t)

Sþeclñê lnvestigallons and pr'oceedings - ie the exemption'a-pplles to aetual
invèstigations that lakên or ârs táking place (as opposed to ir1ïormation aboui general
ptgc-qg_ures ror conõuctrnE rnvest g-at¡ons).

At gq)1 tlme - onçoingr.gJoscq o-r abandoned.investigations/proceedings. (applies to all
lnvê$tigailons/proce'edlngs defined in s30{1))

It doesn't matter whether the information was obtained or used for any other purpose

s30(1)(a) -most easily understood exemption within s30

PA has.thp.duty to undertake.the investigation ie it's obliged to undertake the investigation,
as opposeQ to simply having the power to investigate if it chaoses.
Police but also e.g. HMRC, - duty to investigate tax fraud, search warrants, make arrests
Also possibly Health and Safety Executive, the Financial Services Authority.

N.B. it will mosl often be (a)(i) that is used; (a)(ii) rarely crops up (this covers the post-charge
period where, for examplè,'th'e Crown ProsècLìti'on Seivice'may rèquire further inïormalion"
frorn the investigating autlrority - don't get confused - exemþtion would apply to
information held by iñvestigatiirg authoräy).
Jointly provide seamless protection for information held as part of investigation

- in the
*,ie
10,

a al expe

Nole - in practice the police may use s40

However, for lhe purposes of the presentation we will use examples that refer lo the police
as the PA.
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. section 30(1)(b) - "for the purposes of '.. any

investigation which is conducted by the authority and in the
circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to
institute criminal proceedings which the authority has power

to conduct."

Section 30(1)(c) - "for the purposes of ,.. any criminal
proceedings which the authority has the power to conduct,"

Section go(r) contd.

a

I

Lçg-

(1)(b) the investigating authority must also have power to bring proceedings, AND conduct those

proceedings

- therefore generally excludes the pol¡ce. Proceedings can be instituted in a numberof ways, for
exampte issúing a sirmmons. lnstitúting offences also includes charging someone with an offence, so

tf.1ã pä¡ð" 
"àn 

iñstiìute proceedings ¡ul they don't then conduot them. (Note to presênter- the police

àrgúe tnat can conduct proceedings in inteinal disciplinary cases but don't complicate the issue
unnecessarily).

pAs who have the lriple roles of investlgalion, institut¡on and conduct of criminal proceedings will

include 'regulatory' bbdies such as the HSE (invest¡gate & pro-s^ecute both individuals and

companieã for breaches of H&S law) , Defra as well as the ICO and similar bodies,

Any ¡nvestigalion and there is no need forthere to be a duty to investigale'

lnitial focus of the investigation need not þe on a potential criminal otfence. But must be a tipping point

- ¡n the c¡rcumstances jie Uy tne time ol the request the invesligation must be one where a criminal

proceedings are a clear possibility)

Equally, the investigation can still commence ¡n the context of a potential criminal offence. For example,

tnö lCö, during thelourse of a request for assessnrenl invest¡gation, may become aware of a possible

s77 offence; aiternatively, the initial invest¡gation may be focussed on the possible s77 offence.

(1)(c) - generally post-investigatory period'

Most obvious example of a PA that can use tlris exemption is the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
gã*"v"r, there are other PAs, such as the ICO or lhe HSË, who have lhe power to conduct criminal
proceedings.

But Commissioner's view =1(c) protects information even if decìsion taken not to pursue a prosecution.

So CpS receive a f¡le from the police, CPS looks at the file and decides there isn't sufficient grounds on

which lo proceed w¡th a prosecution. The file, in the hands of the CPS, would still be protected by

30(1XÐ éven though thé decision was taken not to proceed. Eg see PDARF FS50386644 for fuller

explanation if required.

a
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Section 3o(rXa) - (c) in summary

. s30(1Xa) - information held at any time for a specific
investigation that the PA has a duty to conduct (eg police

investigations).

. s30(1)(b) - lnformatlon held at any time for a specific
investigation by PAs who also have the power to conduct
criminal proceedings (the investigation may, or may not,
commence as a criminal one)'

. s30(1xc) - information held at any time for the purpose of
specific criminal proceedings which the PA can conduct. (the
CPS is the obvious examPle).

I

K9,

So that's 30(1), now for 30 subsection (2)..
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. The information must have been obtained or recorded by

the PA for the purposes of specific functions (contrast with

s30( 1 )),

Functions relating to specific investigations and proceedings
(as set out in s30(2)(a)(i)-(iv))

. The information relates to obtaining of information from
confidential sources.

Section go(2)

a

alco.

ANÞ

Subsection 2 - protects confidential SOURCES (their identity etc)

Confidential sources - important (both for criminal and civil
proceedings) - shouldn't be deterred (most obvious = police

informant)

2 steps to engaging the exemPtion

1) Held in relation to specific function - not specific
investi gatio n/proceed i ngs*

2) Relates to confidentialsources

*Held for functions that relate to investigations/proceedings, rather

than held for specific investigations - ie its application is broader than
just the information held for a specific investigation - eg police may

have protocols for handling informants generally and will have

information relating to payments made to informants - both would be

captured.

Confidentiat sources - typically informants providing information on

serious crimes but can extend to anyone who only provides

I



information to the authorities on the basis that they will remain anonymous

- therefore could apply to someone reporting a neighbour for benefit fraud
via a confidentialtelephone line. lt will also apply to undercover police
officers.

2 x mistakes -
(1) public authorities look at information relating to those functions but forget
that it must also relate to CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES

(2) Confídential source - not necessarily confidential information - eg police

investigation of a number of suspicious deaths of hospital patients - police

might have been provided with the health records of those patients by the
hospital- even if those records are confidential there is nothing confidential
about the fact that the hospital provided them and was involved in the
investigation. ln this very rough example the information is confidential but

the source is not. Therefore not s30(2).
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Section 3o (eXa) (i)-(iv)

. What are the ínvestigations and proceedings referred to in
these sub-sections?

r (a)(i)-(ii) - in effect the investigations and criminal
proceedings referred to in section 30(1)

. (a)(i¡i) - moves away from s30 to cover investigations and
civil proceedings relatíng to the purposes specified in s31(2)
(see handout)

r (a)(iv) - civil proceedings arising from s30 and s31(2)
investigations

¡lco.

This bitls fiddly - need to look at structure of the provision,

Jusl focus on (aXi)- (iii)

s30(2XaXi)- investigations are those falling within subsection (1Xa) or (b).

s30(2)(a)(ii) -not specified in the same way but = the criminal proceedings

described in (1Xb) and (c).

- use slide of legislation to demonstrate
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Section 3 o (eXa) (i)-(rv)

. what are the investigations and proceedings referred to in
these sub-sectlons?

.. (aXl)-(li) - ln effect the investigations and criminal
proceedings referred to in section 30(1)

. (a)(iii) - moves away from s3O to cover
investigations and civil proceedings relating to the
purposes specified in s31(2) lsee handout)

. (a)(iv) - civil proceedings arising from s30 and s31(2)

investigations
alco.

s30(2)(a)(iii)&(iv) - introduces a whole new range of investigations

Those investigation set out in entirely different section - s31(2)'

public authority must have the power to carry out s31(2) investigations

Power = statutory power - eg HSE under H&S Act 1974 OR

prerogative powe(?) - little or no experience of - probably central govt granted by

HM when need arises.

(iv) covers civil proceedings, that they could arise either out of any of the above

deicribed above (ie investigations described at (a)(i) and (iii))

Note - we have limited experience of (a)(iii) and (iv) and it is realistically unlikely to

crop up very often.

so ,... see next slide - which shows the sort of investigations covered by s31 (2)
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Notes for presenter

This slide simply demonstrates what types of civil proceedings are

referred to in 30(2Xiv).

We're still focussing on s30(2)

The first red text, s30(2)(i), relates to the investigations highlighted in

blue in s30(1)

The second bits of text in red relate to the new types of investigations

set out in s31(2) i.e those we've just introduced on the previous slide

The bit in bold, 30(2Xiv), is the provision that introduces protection for

information held for civil proceedings arising out of any of the above

ínvestigations , i.e. out of the criminal investigations in blue or the new

set of investigations introduced by 31(2).
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Section go(z) - examples

. FS50415840 - a request made to Essex Police for the

amount spent on payments to informants every year since

2005. S30(2) engaged by virtue of s30(2)(a)(i) and (2Xb)'

. EA/2008 /OO7B - a request made to the MPS for Special

tsranch ledgers from late 1gttt/earlY 20th centuríes which

included names of police informers' 530(2) engaged by

virtue of s30(2)(a)(i) and (zxb)'

t

Lç9,

FS50415840 - PA, as a police force, have a duty to investigate

crimes and, in certain circumstances, uses information provided by

confidential sogrces to assist with these investigations. lnformation

obtained or recorded by the PA for the purposes of functions relating

to investigations (s30(2XaX¡)) and it clearly related to the obtaining of
info rmation from confidential sou rces (s30(2 X b ))

EA/200810078 - exemption engaged on similar basis to FS50415840.

Also provides an example of s30(2) applying to historical records.
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Section go and historical records

. Section 63(1) * limits the duration of certain exemptions

. Information in a historical record cannot be exempt under
section 30(1)

. Application of section 30(2) is unlimited

I'1c(}.

Historical Records 30yrs after creation - file = 30yrs after last
addition/entry (this 30 year period will be reduced by a year, each
year, for the next decade until 2023 by which time the period will be

20 years - introduced by the Constitutional Reform and Governance
Act 2010).

The different approach indicates that information caught by s30(2)will
continue to be 'sensitive'for a much longer period of time. lllustrated
by 1gtt' C ledgers relating to informants - there are two issues - 1) no

current informant would want to be revealed as an informant even

after they were dead 2) there may be situations where revealing
information could still have implications for living descendants of an

informant, particularly where divisions in a community still remain'
Therefore it makes sense that the exemption provided by s30(2) isn't
limited in the same way as s30(1) is.
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DuV to confirm or denY

. Duty under sl(1)(a) for PA to confirm or deny whether
information requested is held.

r s30(3) - the duty to confirm or deny does not arise in

relation to information which is (or if it were held by the
public authority be would be) exempt information by virtue
of subsection (1) or (2)

. Any refusal to confirm or deny is subject to the PIT as s30 is

a qualified exemption - what does this mean?

,lco.

First bullet - so far we have dealt with the exemptions as they apply

to the duty to communicate. We will now look at the duty to confirm or

deny.

second bullet - ie if information is exempt under s30(1) or (2) from

the duty to communicate this automatically means that there is no

duty to confirm or deny whether the information is held.

Third bullet - NCND and the PlT. Delegates can be referred to the

Foundation Workbook section 3.3 for background information on this'

As a qualified exemption, section 2(1Xb) applies, which means that

there is no duty to confirm or deny only where the public interest in

maintaining the exclusion to confirm or deny outweighs the public

interest in disclosing whether the PA holds the information. Further

specific detail on NCND as it applies to s30 can be found in the

Advanced Workbook on sections 30/31. See also Foundation Module

2 on exemptions (slides 28 & 29).
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Duty to confirm or denY contd".

High profile murder investigation * the police confirm
thãt an arrest has been made - request for
investigation file/forensic repoft ,

HMRC receives request for information about any

investigation into allegations of tax evasion by a

named, high profile national company.

Where will NCND be used?a

a

1

2

,lco.

Hypothetical scenarlos

ln essence a PA will wanl to neither confirm nor deny in order to avoid revealing

"orããátuéing 
information relating to criminal investigations or.proceedings' A

;itrpl" ü;äi¡õ"rn illustrate the póint: if an applicant asks a police force for

¡nfoimat¡on on an investigation into a particular individual or organisation, were the

óól¡ce force to confirm thät it did hold buch information it could be damaging to the

inl"rt¡gãtion if th¡s ¡nformation was disclosed prematurely (i.e. if the.investigation

*"i oñ-éo¡ng). Equally, if the police djd not hold any_ information and were to

åonl¡ir iN",irðl-t'"onîirmatioñ could be damaging, for example-as--it could reveal

tft" âpôróá"f, of the police to the investigqtion of certain types of offences' ln such

äuiÀð, m" PA woulcj have to carry out a ntf 1n'n. the public interest in refusing to

ððnfirm or deny that information iè held is likely to be very strong in cases

concerning on-going investigations.)

Request 2 - Journalist from FT makes request to HMRC - for any information

retaiing to investigations into tax evasion by a high. profile national company.

nuiãmätically exðmpt, but is harm likely as a result of confirming or denying, - 
-

""riiirãtiã"'coutd 
típ'the company otf if tne investigation was .slill secret, or even if

the company was aware of the inv-estigation, confirmatìon could provide the

ðo*pány wiih an excuse for not cooperating with the investigation. The public

r1ãrãit L tit 
"ty 

to favour maintaining the exemption from the duty to confirm or

deny.

Request 1 - is the information exempt under s30('1) or (2)? clearly YES, so

åu1ärãì¡"rlly exempt from duty to confirm or deny, However, subject to PIT - as no

h;i}¡ ;ìri;ítrom Cbntirmat¡on that information is held, together.with some general

þrUti" int"rõrt in transparency, the PA has a duty to confirm or deny.
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. PIT - we¡ghs value in releasing the information against
value in withholding it i'e. against the harm

. Public interest served by maintenance of the exemption -
look to the purpose of the exemption (e.g' safeguarding the
investigatory and prosecution processes)

. Public interest in disclosure * e.g. transparency;
contribution to public debate; accountability for decisions
and spending of Public money.

Public interest test

ô

¡
lco,

Case specific factors

Public interest as relevant to whole of s30 (not just NCND)

Recap stide - delegates should be familiarwith Foundation Module 3

and the FOI & EIR Foundation Workbook for an introduction to the

PlT. Also LTT 20.

Case study which follows will allow discussion on how it can be

applied to a specific case.

Second bullet - ultimately purpose behind the exemption =

safeguarding investigatory and prosecution process'

(Digby-Cameron v lC and Kelway v ICO & Northumbria Police),

Tribunal said the following were important to the
investigation/prosecution process:

.Maintaining independence of the judicial and prosecution process

.Preservation of the criminal court as sole forum for determining guilt

.Protection of witnesses and informers

.Allowing investigating body space to determine course of an

investigation.

These are looked at in more detail on next slide.
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Third bullet - e.g, allow public evaluation of effectiveness/value for money
of investigations; improve knowledge/understanding of and confidence in

investigatory process, i.e. the slide refers to generalfactors in favour of
digolosure, which rnust be considered in the context of each case'
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S go Public interest - what is being
protected?
What are we trYing to Protect?

Effective investigation and prosecution of crime

What do we need to ensure effective investigations and
prosecutions?

Tribunal comments:
- Protection of witnesses
- Independence of judicial and prosecution process

- Críminal court as sole forum of determining guilt
- Safe space to manage the course of investigation
- Specialist techniques

ll

.Lçg¡

Consider a general discussion on these principles before doing the

case study?

Tribunal comments

1st and last comments: the need to protect witnesses and not reveal

information about specialist techniques that would undermine

investigations are fairly obvious points.

4th: safe space to manage investigations - again fairly
understandable.

2nd & 3rd are trickier - clearly police and the courts etc should be free

from political pressures and pressure exerted by public opinion (the

press). Although disclosures under FOI may increase public debate

and allow scrutiny of the work undertaken/decisions made by

investigatory and prosecution authorities, the judicial system is fairly

robust and it's not anticipated that it would easily bow to such

pressures.

Advice = main focus is on the headline issue - the impact on the
effective investigation and prosecution of crime'

But if a public authority can demonstrate that any of the 5 matters
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raised by the Tribunal will be harmed - we would aecept that this would

wor.k against the public inter:est - so they are irnportat'¡t factors but only

need to be considered when relevant to the case - you can't really use

them for analysing the public interest in every s30 case oI âs:a set ottests
to be applied in every case.
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Public interest test cont'd

. Level of public interest in favour of withholding information
determined by level of harm and

Level of harm determined by factors such as:

. Timing of the disclosure

. Significance of the information

. Information in the public domain

. Future investigations

. Public interest and confidentlal sources/witnesses

a

lco,

Timing - will depend on the stage of the lnvestlgallon.

S¡gnificance * of what informâtion tells you. Any grounds for believing the declsion/lnvestlgation was
dodgy

Thorpe case - was investigation robust.
Keeley - complainl to DBERR re fraud - DEBERR's decision not to investigated considered by PHO,

Digby Cameron - RTA - phone calls - no relevance to death

Public donlâln *may influence the balance of the publ¡c ìntefesl liu!;not'automatic that ryh€rq,
informatioh has beerí in the public domain it is considered to havo rémtined in the public domàin (e.9.
ArmstrongvlC&HMRC),

Fr¡tureinvestigtations -Accountcanalso.betakenof theeffectontheeffectivenessoffuture
lnvestigalionsl(e.g Kelway v lC & Northumbria Police.)

Gonfidential sources/witnesses have

More public ¡nterest in unjustífied convictions

Less in re-exam¡ning acquittals

NOT RELEVANT : distress to surviving family members

Kelway - P.l favoured disclosure - did judge tamper with tapes?

Subiect = collusion of judge and authorities
Witness statement - professional w¡tness

lnvestigation - complete

in the
"likely to
police
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Section 30 case study

1. Engaging the exemPtion

. A request was made to the Electoral commission for information
regarding its investigation into allegations that Wendy Alexander
MSP's campaign for leadership of the Labour Party in Scotland had

received an illegal donation.

. Exemption engaged at s30(1)(a)(i) by virlue of PA holding
information for the purpose of an investigation it had a duty to
conduct, with a view to ascerLaining whether a person should be

charged with an offence'

. Exemption engaged, so now the public interest test'..,

l$g

An example of a non-police PA that is able to engage s30(1)(a). Refer

to earlier slide on engagement of the exemption.

How was the exemption engaged in this case?

.PA had the duty to investígate whether offences committed under
ss56 and 61 of the Political Pafties, Elections and ReferendumsAct
2000, with a view to deciding whether to report the matter to the
Procurator Fiscal (PF).

.PA did investigate and so information requested had been held for
the purposes of such an investigation.

Request made following conclusion of the PAs investigation.

Electoral Commission found that although an impermissible donation

had been received, it was not appropriate to refer the case to the PF.

This was confirmed in a press statement and resulted in criticism of
the robustness of the PA's investigation and the lack of clarity on the
reasons for the decision not to refer the case to the PF.

Such donations high on the political agenda at the time and the
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subject of active public debate,,
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Section go case study contd.

2. The public interest test

In looking at the public interest consider the following

. How important/sensitive are the issues raised?

. Who would be held to account by disclosure of the information?

. How transparent do you think the decision-making process was?

Does the public interest favour disclosure?

10 minutes to consider

f.If0.

lnstructions - in groups considerthe public interest in maintaining
the exemption.

Look at - (i) Press statement
(ii) Background paper

(iii) Summary of public authority's pro withholding
arguments

Leave candidates to think about this but in general the bulleted issues
relate to - Just to fire up the thinking process.

lmportance/sensitivity of the information -
Here we're looking at how big an issue this is - how important is it to
democracy/ confidence in politicians/ confidence in regulator

Whose being held to account * Wendy Alexander ? But how does
this sit with idea that Criminal Court as sole forum for determining
guilt?

Accountability of Electoral Commission - is it robust enough

24



Transparency - do people understand decision - was justice seen to be
done - what impact does this have on confidence in regulated - confidence
in those beíng regulated?

Then 5 mins in put up next slide
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Section go case study contd.

. How rnuch did the press stateme,nt tell you?

. How satlsfactory was the statement ln explalnlng the
declsion not to refer the case to the Procu,l'ator Fiscal?

. What impact would the disclosure have on voluntary flow of
inforrnation?

l:.

xco.

Take feedback from delegates - what are the argurnents both in

fâvour of maintaining the exemption and in disclosing the inforrmation?
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Pro-withholding (from

disclosure could
undermine PA's duty to
ensure compliance with
PPERA.

prejudice to future
voluntary supply of
information.

preJudlce to a future
investigation if case re-
opened,

inherent publlc lnterest in
protecting information
obtained during an
investigation,

some ¡nformation in
public domain,

o

public

)
Pro-disclosure (from
applicant)

transparency - PA needs
to show that investigation
was thorough and that it's
duty to monltor
compliance with PPERA
was met,

elected officials should be
subject to hlgh levels of
scrutiny,

These are summaries taken from the DN (FS50205418).

(n.b. re. prejudice to future voluntary supply of information - how
important is this factor in this case? e.g. could it be argued that it is
unrealistic for a high profile figure not to co-operate with such an

investigation?)
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Secti:on 3lo c&,se stud5r contd.

Outcome

Publlc lnterest favoured dlsclosure:

. Insufficient explanatlon of the decisisn not to rer,er case to PF

. Disclosure would help show the effectfveness of the PA

. Some rlsk to the future supply of information, but public author:ity
does have stâtutory powers to obtain lnforma.tlon.

. The investigation was complete with no real possibilitt¡ of it beíng
re-opened.

r The failure to explain the declsion was the maln reason.

fÇ9'

Slide simply runs through the decisive factot's that weighed in,favoul:
of disclosure.
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1O minutes
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Section 31 - law enforcement

¡ Reminder of relationship with section 30

c Prejudice-based, qualified exemption

. No need for the PA to carry out the law enforcement activity

itself (contrast s30 where the information must be/must

have been held for its own purposes)

r Historical records - s31 can apply (but cannot apply to

information in a record over 100 years old)

a:

IS9o

Running order of next 3 slides = this overview slide - legislation

slide - return to this slide

Note to presenter - cover as much as you want here then flick to

next slide to introduce the types of law enforcement activities

protected before returning to this slide to finish off any points

Relationship with s30 - mutually exclusive

s30 = specific investigations & proceedings and confidential sources

relating to such investigations & proceedings, so limited to those PAs

who hãve duties/powers in respect of such investigations/proceedings

s31 = much broader - can be claimed by any public authority

It can cover underrnining the security of a building; also more general

info relating to investigations - e.g. procedures for policing a football

match, codes of conduct/manuals on investigatory techniques..

Compare with s30 - where info must relate to a specific investigation'

can dovetail with s30 - e.g. a public authority may give info to a

police force which results in an investigation; s30 could be claimed by

29



the police and s31 by the first public authority.

The exemption is similar to s29 DPA crime & taxation (to resonate with

delegates who are familiar with DPA).
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ll l lntormatlon whlch ¡s not sxempt lntormatlon by Vlrtue ol sectlon 30 ls exempt ¡nlormallon il lts dlsclosurô
under thls act would, or would bo llkoly to, ptoll¡dlcF

laÌ tho Þroventlon or delÈctlon ol crlmo'
i¡i t¡e äpprenenston or prosecullon ol oltendsls,
lct the admlnl3ttätlon of lusllce,
ìãi ilìå ,iiåsiro,it or coileclloó Òt ¿ny lax or duty or or any ltnposll¡ön ol a slmllar nature,

ieí tt, a ooarotlori of lhe lmmlorâtlon controls,
ìiÍü;;ã¡,ìr;;;;;å ór!ã"rräv aná good ordãr tn prtsons or lì othsr lnslltutlons wherâ persons are lawrully

detsined,
ror r¡à oîaiciée bv ânv publlc authorlry ol lts lunctlons lor any ol ths purposes spoclll€d ln subsoctlon (2),

iñÍ SnV 
"lvll 

proce-e¿trigs wntch aro.broughl by bJ on bêhâll.óf åpubllc áulhQrlty and ârlso oul ol.an
' ' t,{'drilo'¡r¡o¡ conðucted. tor'ady ot ine púrtioses apeclfled ín subsecilpn (2}, by or on bshålf ol ths

äi.iñ-*fü bÏyirrü; or ñJi nra¡eiiy's prerogãtive or úy vlrtqo of powers Conlorrêd þy or under an enactment,

Irt anTrtnoutrv hstd und€i thå tatal ncèf.oents and sudden dôelhs lnqulrlôr (;potfänd).4c.t.1Ðå-tð tliê âxlcnl thal
'" "ä;'ä;;ï;;;;ö;i;i;; iil;i{isarlón conducte¿, tor any oi ttre puipösÊt riecltiod hl sut sücl¡eni(2)' bv

ài #iãüäriTiiñ" iìrnbiitv ul,i¡trIã of hei maJesty's prerógatlve ór bj vlrtuo ot power contêrred þv or
under an ensctmsnt.

(2) fho purpþses re[6r.d lo ln subsecllon (1Xg] lo (¡) ore*

531 Law Eñlorcement

lco.

(a)
{b)
ici
(dl

ot añy ejiåltmlrilor¡sl qmãy ari3e,
ærForãIöff In rálaliol la ¡¡l

or $tcly arlling out ol or:n coôólcl¡dwith lhÒ aclio¡3 ol

by lüelêls or olh.r pêl3oû!) ¡n lh.irôdm¡nislr¡¡¡on,

Note to presenter: '

This slides just allows you to introduce or skim through the sort of law

enforcement activities protected by s31.
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Section 31 - law enforcement

Reminder of relationship with section 30

Prejudice-based, q ualified exemption

No need for the PA to carry out the law enforcement activity
itself (contrast s30 where the information must belmust
have been held for its own purposes)

Historical records - s31 can apply (but dísapplied for
information in a record over 100 years old)

Itcjj

a

a

a

a

General overview slide

Relationship with s30 - Mutually exclusive

s30 = specific investigations & proceedings and confidential sources

relating to such investigations & proceedings

s31 = much broader - available to any public authority

It can cover the undermining of the security of a building

It can also apply to more general information relating to criminal

investigations - for example the procedures for policing a football

match;

Compare s30 - where information must relate to a specific

investigation.

Can dovetail with s30 - for example, a public authority may give

information to a police force which results in a criminal investigation;

section 30 could be claimed by the police and section 31 by the first

PA.
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Similar to s29 DPA Crime & taxation
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Section 31 - law enforcement contd.

The section ls split into two broad ca,tegories,l

r s31(1)(a)-(f)

Six specific areas of law enforcer¡,lent

. s31(1)(g)-(i)

Investigations and proceedings rrelating to speclflc purposes

which must be r.ead by reference to s31(2)

I

,lcg"

Demonstrated on nêxt slide showing leg,i'slation.
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{1} htormsllon whlch ls not exempl informatíon by vlrlue ol seclion 30le €xompl informal¡on if ¡ts discloeure r¡nder lhis
act would, or would bê llkely lo. pÌèludice-

531 Law EntPlcement

duty or of any ìmposit¡on ol â slmllar nåtur€,

(2) lhe psrpotâs.êLrêC lo h rlùsodlon(l)(O) lô 0l ârô-

d slcly år¡slng 4l gl qln æaoæl¡oilvilh úË ¡çüons ol

iri3ê,

,t

39"9*

or in othêr
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Disclosure would, or would be likely to, prejudice:

. s31(1)(a) - the prevention or detection of crime - e.g'
information which would facilitate commission of an offence,
such as alarm codes.

s31(1Xb) - the apprehension or prosecution of oflenders -
e.g. evidence provided to the Police; standard policing
procedures.

r s31(1)(c) - the administration of justice.

Section g1(1Xa)-(Ð

t:

Lc9*

s31(1)(a)-Can'be used by PAs with law enforcement responsibilities
eg police, HMRC and the HSE. But also by PAs with no direct law
enforcement responsibilities

Examples;

Request to BBC for number of TV detection devices and how often
deployed - disclosure would encourage evasion of TV Licence Fee
payment, an offence under Communications Act 2003 - i.e. would
prejudice crime prevention.

Royal Mail - number of post boxes targeted.

Also requests for any general security measures - such as alarm
codes, numbers of security staff employed, their rotas etc,

s31(1 Xb) - (n.b. often a close link with s31(1 Xa)). Police speed
cameras which would prejudice prevention and detection of crime &
also offenders would not be apprehended and prosecuted.

s31(1Xc)- for example, where a PA has provided information to the
police/prosecuting authorities which has led to a case being brought
to court, any disclosure in advance of the court hearing would
have the potential to prejudice the outcome of those

34



proceed¡ngs

S31(1 )(c) could also extend to anything to do with the administration of
court business - appointment of judges etc
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Section 3t(tXa)-(Ð contd.

. s31(1)(d) - the assessment or collection of any tax or duty
or of any imposition of a similar nature. (N.8. not just national
tax.)

. s31(1)(e) - the operation of the immigration controls. (this
will include policies and procedures etc, as well as the'physical'
policing of borders,)

. s31(1)(f) - the maintenance of security and good order in
prisons or in other institutions where persons are lawfully
detained. (a wide range of instiLutions is covered')

a

lco,

Again, any PA can claim these exemptions, but in practice more

likely to be certain, specific PAs (such as HMRC, Home Offiee).

s31(1Xd) - any imposition, e.g. local taxation, motor vehicle duty

etc., national taxation.

Example - early disclosure of plans to close a tax loophole result in
'taxpayers'taking action which could prejudice collection of that tax.

s31(1 Xe) - e.g.: 1) disclosure of information on proposed
changes to visa regimes could prejudice immigration controls
(encourage persons from affected countries to enter UK before the

changes take effect); 2) information disclosed which allow the forgery
of passports.

s31(1 )(f) - other institutions include

.Youth Offend er I nstitutions,

.Secure Hospitals,

.LA secure units etc.
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Example of engagement - prisoner escorts which could assist an

escape attempt (i.e. prejudice to security in prisons).

More detail available in workbook.
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t These 3 subsections are engaged by reference to section

31(2)

. s31(1)(h) and (i) are rarelY used

. However, s31(1)(g) does crop up regularly, and so we will

spend some time looking at that..'

Section gl(lxg)-(i)

lco-

s31(1)(h) and (i) rarely crop up (indeed (i) has not featured at all in

any ICO casework) and so will not be covered in the training session.

The important thing to rernember is that the proceedings or inquiry

must have arisen out of an investigation carried out for the purposes
listed in s31(2).

s31 (1 )(h) covers civil proceedings,

and s31(1)(i) covers inquiries under the Fatal Accidents and Sudden

Deaths lnquiries (Scotland) Act 1976, arising out of investigations
undertaken for the purposes listed in s31(2) - rarely used'
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r::)

Purposes listed i

(a) ......

n b:r1z¡:,

(lr)..-.'
(c) .','.
(d)...,,
(e)...'.
(f) . ...
(s) ...'
(h) ...,
(i) ....
(i) .... .

Disclosure would, or would
be tikely to, prejudice the
exercise by anY PA of its
functions for anY of the
purposes listed in s31(2)

Section g1(lXg)

'!

lc0*

For example: "(i) the purpose of securing
the heålth, safety and welfare of persons
at work" - the IJSE has the statutory
function designed to carry out the specified
purpÕ5e.

s31(1 )(g) exists to protect certain purposes pursued by PAs - a PA

must hãve a function for one of the purposes described in 31(2) and

the disclosure must prejudice that function'

ICO has a function to regulate DPA - so could withhold information

that would prejudice the purpose of ascertaining whether

circumstances which would justify regulatory action of any enactment

exist or may arise (s31(2)(c)). lf another PA held information
relevant to a complaint that We were investigating, it too could rely

on s31(2Xc) to withhold the information if its disclosure would

prejudice that investigation - lco has the function and purpose, but

another public authority has information that would prejudice that

function.

Note this is set out ¡n more detail in next proper slide.

Technical bits see Law enforcement guidance

Functions must have the following qualities:

.be designed to fulfil one of the purposes specified in s31(2)

.be imposed by statute (or authorised by the crown in the case of a

governm ent dePa rtment)
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.be specifically entrusted to the relevant PA to fulfil (not simply a general

duty imposed on all PAs)

purposes - see Law enforcement guidance regarding interpretation of the

terrninology used in S3,l(2), i.e. "ascertaining", nprOtecting",,"'r€CQvering" and

"securing".
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531 Law EnfÖrcement

ü duly orótãny ìnpo3¡lion ol¿ sknlÞr nôl!ru,

âny

artlon

(a)
(bI
(c)

(d)
lo

(0)

tf)

(2) the pu¡posês referred to in subsèctlon {1 Xg) to {i) arF
orby v¡riue ol

ænducled¡

lhe pr€vèñlion of dèlaclion of

rho purposs ot ascarlalnlng whelher
the purpo3o ol âscorlalnlng wh6lhot
the purpose of ascertaining whelhsr

Just demonstrates how s31(1Xg) refers you to s31(2)
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Section 3r(r),(g) * seenario

,i Accldent on,the prernises of the Dept of Health:- results in
an lnvestlgatlon by the HSE. Both PAs will hold lnformation.

. The, DoH doesn't have the function (the HSE does), but both
PAs could potentially rely on the exemption at s3,1(1),(g) vi:a

s31(2)(i),

. Frejudice is to the HSE{s function not the DoH's (which only
has an ancillary obligation for safety at work)

';il
lC0¡
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Section 3r(rXg) - recap

. To engage the exemption a PA must have a function based
in statute.

. This function must be for a purpose listed in s31(2),

Dísclosure of information has to prejudice that function.

r No requirement for the PA in receipt of the request to have
the function.

a

alco.

Just a recap

First bullet - 'a' is in bold just to emphasise fact that it's not
necessarily the public authority to whom the request has been made
to that has to have the function - as demonstrated in the previous

slide where the DoH did not have a statutory function in respect of
investigating H&S incidents.

Give a flavour of some of the purposes listed in s31(2):

31(2Xc) - any statutory regulator such as the Financial Services
Authority or the ICO would be able to claim this exemption.

For example, a request to the ICO for a list of all organisations
currently being investigated by the ICO enforcement department for
breaches of the DPA. Function requirement of s31(t Xg) met as one of
the lC's functions is to fulfilthose purposes set out at s31(2Xa)-
ascertaining whether a person has complied with the law, and (c)

ascerlaining whether any regulatory action is justified.

The Charity Commission is likely to be able to claim the exemptions
at subsections (f)-(h),
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Prejudice and public interest tests

Prejudice test
. See the Prejudice Test guidance and Foundation Module.
. Mosaic arguments and impact on future voluntary supply of

information.

Public interest
. Public interest in avoiding the prejudice identified.
. Weighed against value in disclosure (transparency, public

debate, accountability etc.)
c Case-specific factors (as wlth s30).

a

Lc3'

Now discussing concepts that apply to the whole of s31.

Prejudice test (see guidance of same title & foundation modules)

Brief examples of how prejudice could be established:
.Disclosure of information relating to a loophole in the tax system
would prejudice collection of tax (s31(1 Xd))
.Disclosure of a planned policing of a proposed demonstration
could prejudice prevention of crime (s31(1Xa))

Mosaic arguments (LTT234)- prejudice may be caused by
combining the requested info with info already in the public domain.
Also see guidance : lnformation in the public domain,

Precedent effect re. future disclosures, e.g. release of info on
quantity of drugs seized in one county each yr for a number of yrs
could prejudice prevention or detection of crime as precedent set for
future requests re. different counties which could lead to identification
of locations with a lower risk of detection (FS50122063) - if HMRC
disclosed the info in response to one request it would be difficult to
resist similar requests; a picture of drug seizures for the whole
country could be built up to indicate where Custom Officers were
deployed and so where drug smuggling is most likely to go
undetected.
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lmpact of disclosure on future voluntary supply of info ( see guidance of
same narneJ - often crops up with s31(1 Xg)/31(2) cases - e.g. regulators
such as'lCO and FSA depend on info from those bodies they regulate (also

whistle,-blowers) and disclosure oould prejudice the future supply of ,info, in

tu r:n :p rejud icin g the ir re gulato ry fun otions.
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DuV to confirm or denY

. s31(3) - no duty to confirm or deny where confirmation or denial
woulã, or would'be likely to, prejudice any of the law enforcement
activities/functions in s31(1).

. The phrasing of the requests is an important factor,
e.S, 2 different request to Financial Services Authority:

- (1) ínformation about complaints against financial
institutions for mis-selling pensions

- (Z) information a.bout complaints against Barclays Bank
toncerning pensions mis.selling.

. Subject to public interest test'

S31(3) - this is a prejudice'based exemption,

Therefore not automatically engaged

Request 1) Fairly obvious that public authority would hold be dealing

with some complaints about the mis-selling of pensions

Request 2) Confírmation would reveal Barclays were be¡ng

investigated - harm to relationship - Barclays may withdraw voluntary

cooperation - slow up regulatory process if public authority always

had to rely on statutory enforcement powers'

Refer delegates to Foundation Module 2.
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Section g1 case study

Number of speeding offences detected (by time) by a specific camera on a

specific day,
How many of those offences were detected at diflerent speed bands
between 30 and 40 mph?
The number of drlvers detected speedlng at or below 40 mph who have
been given notices of intention to prosecute,

The PA refused the request on basls ofs31(lXa) and (b) - preJudlce would

be likely,

I

lÇ9-,

a

t

Information requested :

Refusal:

This case study is based on a request to Garnbridgeshire Police, case
reference FS50'1 7V 654.

The camera was sited in a 30 mph zone;
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Section 31 case study cont'd

Conslder what would be revealed (1.e. the likelfhood of
prejlrdlce (causal effect)) by dlsclosing:

(i) the requested inforr,nation for the single camera

(ii) the same [eve] of detail for an extended period of time
(takÍng lnto account any precedent/mosaie effect)

Discu.ss - 1.0 minutes

Engaging thg exempt¡on

Provide dêlegates with the docur'nent setting out the PAs submission
that the,exemptio¡,r is engaEed.
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Section 31 case study cont'd

What would be revealed by disclosing:

(i) Requested information for single camera - only litlle intelligence
regarding when the camera was acËive, but WOULD reveal lhe
enforcement threshold, which could encourage speeding.

(ii) The same level of detail for an extended period of time (taking
into account any precedent/mosaic effect) -
would establish how often the camera was in operation, which
could encourage risk-takíng at that site (selective offending).

Outcome = exemption engaged (causal link established - likely to
prejudice prevention or detection of crime and the
apprehension/prosecution of offenders)

I

Lq9;

(i) Enforcement threshold = at what point over the speed limit that
the Police would prCIsecute. So, could encourage speeding at
levels up to the threshold. Speeding is a criminal offence.

(ii) drivers could change their behaviour re. this one site as patterns
of camera activity could be deduced - i.e. take a risk that it would
not be active at certain times and so encourage speeding. Also,
via the precedenUmosaic effect, disclosure could lead to similar
requests for the same information for all cameras on a force-wide
basis. This could create a picture of where risks could be taken to
speed at a much wider range of cameras.

S31(1Xa) and (b) both engaged, as effectively (b) flows from (a). We
will not make any distinction in the case study.
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Section 31 case study cont'cl

Importance of maintaining a

deterrent to speeding (i.e.
speeding is an offence)

Change of policy to
permanent entorcement
zones would mean less
efficient use of resources

Avoidance of an increase in
accidents and vehicle-related
nuisance

a

a

holding
Accountability for
decisions laken

Clarify application of
existing guidelines,

General interest in

seeing that the Police
enforce fairly
(transpa rency)

or sure
a

o

a

Public interest test

These are the arguments that were considered by the ICO

N.B. in the DN we analysed the public interest re. the 2 categories of
information separately, BUT as the main argument for maintaining
exemption in both categories was to deter offending (i.e. speeding is

a criminal offence), no real need to distinguish the arguments here.
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Section g1 case study cont'd

Public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighed that in

disclosing the information requested"

Outcome
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For more íntormation, see the advanced
training workbook on sections 3o and gr

our guidance page on www.ico.gov.uk

and the FOI Policy knowledge base on ICON

¡.lco.
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These last two slides don't form part of the slide shoW but are here if

a presenters wants to insert any additional legislation slides into the
presentation.
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Cbecklist

llhen the spssion hA5_þeçn scheduled

Check whether invitations have been sent out by Learning and
Development (L & D).
Check trainees have been told to bríng with them copies of
FOIA (theír own, borrowed or printed off from
legislation.gov.u k)

Egf o f ç..t hg-,,g.qs_.S..¡p q

r Ask L & D to supply the training room on the day with pens,
marker pens, name plates and "fiddle toys" (if you want the
latter - some trainees do find them helpful).

. Check L&D have booked the training room and asked Facilities
to set up the equipment, including flipchart and pens.

,. Go through the slides and notes, running through them in a
quiet room and making your own speaking annotations.

ð There is a hard copy of the full pack in a labelled folder in
cupboard PD2 in Policy Delivery, first floor West Wíng (behind
the desks of Lisa Atkinson and Viv Adams).

t, L & D are happy to print off handouts on request. Otherwise,
print off the handouts.

o Handout obJectives.
o The slides, using the handout option.
o Handouts - currently I extract of s30(1) and (2) and 1

extract of s31, handouts 1-3 for s30 case study, and
document 1 for s31 case study .

. L & D will produce a signature sheet on request, with names
completed, and copies of the feedback form (for anyone who
wants to complete that in hard copy on the spot). They will
also circulate an electronic copy of the latter after the session,

Ên,!he çlay

Turn up at least half an hour before the start of the sessíon.

a

a

a

s30 and s31 advanced training session checklist
20161011. and reference to prínting off legislation inserted
20170308

I



{ Check the room has been set up - the training room should
contain a flipchart, plus a laptop and video conference screen
which can be connected (log in as yourself, then go to Meridio
for the slides. It's best to ensure that no calendar items or
emails are going to pop up for you during the training session

- so close down Outlook).

r Check ventilation / temperature levels in the room - you will
probably need to adjust these during the session too.

You will need:
r signature sheet
*' handouts
r, lour own copy of the slides with your notes
r, preferably a spare copy of the Act

At the end, offer feedback forms for anyone who wants to complete
it there and then or to take away; explain they will all receive one
by emall too,

After the sessíon

Please leave the roorn as you found it; there are recycling bins in
the ground floor kitchen for cups as well as for paper'

Turn off all equipment and air con and shut the windows'

It is courteous to return the L&D resources (pens etc) to them'

Give the completed signing-in sheet to L & D for them to complete
their records.

L & D should email out copies of the feedback form to the
delegates. They will also summarise the feedback, which will be
placed on Meridio in due course.

s30 and s31 advanced training session checklist
20161011 and reference to printing off legislation inserted
20 170308
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Name of Course:

Advanced training on section 30 (investigations and proceedings)
and 31 (law enforcement)

ObJectlve:

By the end of this session delegates will

. Understand the relationship between sections 30 and 31
r Describe the types of investigations ánd proceedings covered

by s30(1) and understand that for s30(2) to apply the
information must relate to confidential sources

, Explain the sort of factors that should be considered when
applying the public ínterest test to section 30

. Identify the range of law enforcement areas covered by
s3 1( 1)

,: Explain what is meant by the exercise of functions for the
purposes listed in s31(2)

r Explain the level of prejudice required to engage s31
. Identify the type of factors to be considered when applying

the public interest test to section 31
. Explain how/when the r:equirement to confirm or deny is

dfsapplied in both exemPtions

The training is suitabfe for:

Existing ICO staff who have either no, or only limited, experience of
applying sections 30 and 31 but who will need an understanding of
these exemptions as part of their core duties'

Timing of deliverY:

Ideally, this training should be provÍded before the delegate needs
to apply sections 30 and 31 in practice as part of their core duties.

Pre-course requ i rements:

It is assumed that delegates will have completed the portion of the
foundation training workbook which covers exemptions (module 2)
and the public interest test (module 3), or have an equivalent level
of knowledge.



Familiarisatíon with our external guidance on sections 30 and 31
may be benefícial, although it is not an essential requirement.

Post-cou rse requi rements:

Delegates should work through the advanced training workbook on
sections 30 and 31 to strengthen and consolidate their
understanding. This should be done with a workbook mentor who
will be allocated by your line manager.

Course outline:

The course content is as follows:

,- The basics of sections 30 and 31, to include technical
explanations of the circumstances in which the exemptions
are applied and which public authorities can apply them.

- How the two exemptions interact with each other.
: How the duty to confirm or deny provisions are applied.
- How the public interest test Ís applied to each exemption.

The presentation aims to give delegates a practical understanding of
sections 30 and 31 through the use of questions, examples and
case studies,

References

The following cases will be referred to in the presentation

r FS50415840 (Essex Police) 2 December 2012
. The Metropolitan Police v the Information Commissioner

(EA/2008/0078, 30 March 2009)
¡, Digby-Cameron v the Information Commissioner &

Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Police (EA/2OOB/0023 &
0025,26 January 2008)

r Kelway v the Information Commissioner and Northumbria
Police (EA/2008 /A037, 14 April 2009)

r Keeley v the Information Commissioner and DBERR
(EA/2007/0113/ L9 MaY 2008)

r Armstrong v the Information Commissioner and HMRC
(EA/2008/0026, 14 October 2008)

. Alcock v the Information Commissioner and Staffordshire
Police (EA/2006 /OO23, 3 January 20A7)

. FS50205418 (Electoral Commission) 24 March 2010

. FS50154106 (BBC) 16 October 2008



. FCO v the Information Commissioner (EA/20L1I001I, 2L
September 20LL)

r FS50122063 (HMRC) 18 December 2OO7
.: FS50177654 (Cambridgeshire Políce) 7 September 2009



Section 30 case study handout 1

Section 30 case study- background
pa pers

Facts of the case

r Offence under section 56 of the Political Parties, Elections and
Referendums Act 2000 (PPERA) to accept and retain a
donation from a person ineligible to vote in the UK at the time
of the donation.

r Wendy Alexander's leadership campalgn did receive an
impermissible donation from an individual not registered to
vote in the UK.

r Offence under section 61 of PPERA to withhold informatíon in
relation to an impermíssible donation.

r The Electoral Commission had a duty to investigate whether
charges should be brought.

¡ The request was,for information collected in the course of the
Electoral Commission's lnvestlgation, which had been
completed by the time of the request.

r The allegations attracted a lot of attention and public debate
(such donations were high on the political agenda at the
time).

r The Electoral Commission could not use its powers under
PPERA to obtain information for the purposes of its
investÍgation and so had to rely on the voluntary co-operatÍon
of those being investigated to supply information.

- On concluding their investigation the Electoral Commission
decided that it would not refer the case to the procurator
Fiscal (PF). This was a controversial decision.

r: The Electoral Commission issued a press statement shortly
after the conclusion of its investigation to explain the decision
not to refer the case to the PF. (see separate hand-out)



Section 30 case study handout 2

News releases

Statement by the Eleotoral Gommission

07 Feb 2008

Ïhe Electoral Commissíon has concluded its investigation into the acceptance
by Wendy Alexander MSP of a donation of €950 from Paul Green, an
individual not registered to vote in the UK, and the recording of that donation
as having been received from a UK registered company.

The Electoral Commission has decided not to make a report to the Crown
Office and Procurator Fiscal Service.

The Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 gives the Electoral
Commission power to apply to a court to seek forfeiture of an amount
equivalent to any impermissíble donation that has been accepted. Wendy
Alexander has acknowledged that the donation in question was
impermissible, and has voluntarily forfeited this sum. There is therefore no
need for the Commission to apply to the courts for a forfeiture order.

The Electoral Commissíon has also considered the possibility that criminal
offences may have been commiüed in this case. Specifically:

Under section 56 of the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act
2000, the offence of accepting and retaíning a donation from anyone who
is not registered on an electoral register in the UK at the time of the
donation. lt is also relevant to consider whether all reasonable steps were
taken to avoid'this; and
Under section 61 of the Act, any offences of knowingly facilitating,
concealing or disguising an impermissible donation and/or knowingly
giving false information or withholding information in relation to an
impermissible donation. Consideration of these offences also extends in
this matter to Wendy Alexander's campaign team,

The Commission has interviewed Wendy Alexander and members of her
campaign team and staff, and has obtained and analysed documents.

The Commission has also consulted with the Procurator Fiscalabout the
scope of its investigation in order to ensure its decision was taken on the
basis of all relevant evidence.

ln respect of a possible offence under section 56, the Commission has
concluded that, whÍle Wendy Alexander did not take all reasonable steps in
seeking to complywith the relevant legislation, she did take significant steps.
Having considered all the circumstances, the Commission has decided that it
is not appropriate or in the public interest to report this matter to the
Procurator Fiscal.

t



Section 30 case study handout 2

ln respect of possible offences under section 61, the Commission has
concluded that there is not sufficient evidence to establish that an offence has
been committed. The Commission has therefore decided that it is not
appropriate to report this matter to the Procurator Fiscal.

The conclusions reached by the Commission are the result of its independent
judgment, following a thorough investigation. Extraneous considerations such
as political or public opinion have played no part in this process, nor have they
played any part in the Commission's decision making.

Those standing for party office or, as a members of a campaign team,
soliciting or handling donations, have a responsibility to ensure that they
understand the requirements of the 2000 Act and the Commission's published
guidance. The Commission will continue to monitor compliance with these
rules.

endsl



Section 30 case study handout 3

Section 30 case study - Summary of
PA's submission (i.e. arguments for
ma¡ntaining the exemption)

. The law relating to political donations form an irnportant part
of the legal framework governing elections and political
campaigning, It's important they are complied with in order to
maintain public trust and confidence in the political system.
Disclosure could undermine the practical effectiveness of the
PA's role in enforcing this law.

Public authority has limited powers of investigation. In some
cases e.g, when investigating alleged offences in
parliamentary elections, the public authority has power to
demand it's provided with any necessary information. But
these powers don't apply to elections to a position/office
within a political party.

|l

a

. As a result the PA had to rely on the voluntary co-operation of
those beíng investigated and the voluntary supply of
information in order to carry out the investigation. There is a
strong public interest in ensuring that, where offences may
have been committed, the PA is able to rely on the supply,
and future supply, of information in order to carry out a
thorough investigation.

DÍsclosure could prejudice any future investigation as it was
still possible, at the time of the request, that the investigation
could have been re-opened if further information came to
light.

r The public interest in transparency and accountability is
reduced by virtue of it having already placed information in
the public domain in the form of the press statement (see
separate handout). As a result, the withheld information
would add little to the public understanding of its
investigation.

t In general, there is strong public ínterest in protecting
information acquired during the course of an investigation.



Section 31 case study document 1

Section 31 case study - PA's submission on
e,ngagement of exemption,

Disclosure of the two categories of informatiôn identífied likely
to preJudice prevention or detection of crime (s31(1)(a)) and the
apprehension or prosecution of offenders (s31(1Xb)).

1. CAMERA SITE SPECTFIC DATA (includes detailed programme
of camera sites - both fixed and mobile.)

Information concerning details about the utilisation of sites (this
includes numbers of COFPNS issued at a site, number of hours the
site has been utílised, income generated from each site etc.)

FOIA Section 31 Law Enforcement (a) and (b).

This informatÍon contains working practices that if known would
have an impact on operational policing.

Not all camera sites will be active all of the time - some sites
will be active on a rotational basis. If information concerning
specific site data is released it could give the impression that
the chances of being recorded speeding in pariicular locations
was low, which may encourage higher speeds and hence
casualties at those locatíons.

i, For camera enforcement to be truly effective there must be
the perception that the chances of being recorded are high at
all sites.

Cameras are deployed on an intellígence-led basis - the
disclosure of sites will make this approach invalid.

t.

2. rrr¡TonCEMENT THRESHoLDS - the level at which Forces begin
prosecutions for speeding offences,

(Whilst ACPO have published their recommended enforcement
thresholds it is down to each Chief Constable to set the level within
their Force area.)

FOIA Section 3l Law Ënforcement (a) and (b).

This information contains working practices that if known would
have an impact on operational policing.



Section 31 case study document 1

r:: If disclosed this will advise individuals.the level whlch they
can exceed the speed limit without fear of prosecution within
each Force area.

ç. It is probable that,this informat¡on will be used b-y some,
individuals to assist in the exc€ed¡ng sp-eed limits, which will
then reduce the ability to impact road safety.



Section 30 - lnvestigations and proceedings conducted by
public authorities (subsections (1) and (2))

(l) lnformation held by a public authority is exempt information if it has at any

time been held by the authority for the purposes of-
(a) any investigation which the public authority has a duty to conduct with a

view to it being ascertained-

(i) whether a person should be charged with an offence, or

(ii) whether a person charged with an offence is guilty of it,

(b) any investigation whlch is conducted by the authority and ín the

circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to institute criminal

proceedings which the authority has power to conduct, or

(c) any criminal proceedings whích the authority has power to conduct.

(2) lnformation held by a public authority is exempt information if-
(a) it was obtained or recorded by the authority for the purposes of its

functions retating to-
(i) investigations falling within subsection (1Xa) or (b),

(ii) criminal proceedings which the authority has power to conduct,

(iii) investigations (other than investigations falling within subsection

(1Xa) or (b)) which are conducted by the authority for any of the

purposes specified in section 31(2) and either by vÍrtue of Her

Majesty's prerogative or by virtue of powers conferred by or under any

enactment, or

(iv) civil proceedings which are brought by or on behalf of the authority

and arise out of such ínvestigations, and

(b) it relates to the obtaíning of information from confidential sources.



Section 31 - Law enforcement.

(1) lnformation which ís not exempt information by virtue of section 30 is

exempt information if its disclosure under this Act would, or would be likely to,

prejudice-

(a) the prevention or detection of crime,

(b) the apprehension or prosecution of offenders,

(c) the adminlstratlon of Justice,

(d) the assessment or collection of any tax or duty or of any Ímposition of a

similar nature,

(e) the operation of the immigration controls,

(f) the maintenance of security and good order in prisons or in other

institutions where persons are lawfully detained,

(g) the exercise by any public authority of its functions for any of the purposes

specified in subsection (2),

(h) any civil proceedings which are brought by or on behalf of a public

authority and arise out of an investigation conducted, for any of the purposes

specified in subsection (2), by or on behalf of the authority by virtue of Her

Majesty's prerogatíve or by víñue of powers conferred by or under an

enactment, or

(i) any inquiry held under the Fatal Accidents and Sudden Deaths lnquiries

(Scotland) Act 1976 to the extent that the inquiry arises out of an investigation

conducted, for any of the purposes specified in subsection (2), by or on behalf

of the authority by viñue of Her Majesty's prerogative or by virtue of powers

conferred by or under an enactment.

(2) The purposes referred to in subsection (1Xg) to (i) are-

(a) the purpose of ascertaining whether any person has failed to comply with

the law,

(b) the purpose of ascertaining whether any person is responsible for any

conduct which is improper,

(c) the purpose of ascertaining whether circumstances which would justify

regulatory action in pursuance of any enactment exist or may arise,



(d) the purpose of ascertaining a person's fitness or competence in relation to

the management of bodies corporate or in relation to any profession or other

activity which he is, or seeks to become, authorised to carry on,

(e) the purpose of ascertaining the cause of an accident,

(f) the purpose of protectlng charities against misconduct or mismanagement

(whether by trustees or other persons) in their administration,

(g) the purpose of protecting the property of charities from loss or

misapplication,

(h) the purpose of recovering the propefiy of charities,

(i)the purpose of securing the health, safety and welfare of persons at work,

and

û) the purpose of protecting persons other than persons at work against risk

to health or safety arising out of or in connection with the actions of persons at

work.

(3) The duty to confirm or deny does not arise if, or to the extent that,

compliance with section 1(1)(a) would, or would be likely to, prejudice any of

the matters mentioned in subsection (1).



Rough Tlmlngs

These are very rough timings based on allowing 3 minutes a slide a 20
rnlnutes for each of the case studies. These timinEs ha,ve worked in
practice.
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